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Tracked, Targeted, Killed: Qassem Soleimani’s Final
Hours
The inside story of how Iran's top general was followed by his enemies from
Damascus to Beirut before meeting his demise in Baghdad
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Stepping  off  his  Cham  Wings  flight  and  onto  the  tarmac  of  Baghdad  airport,  Qassem
Soleimani  was  met  by  a  familiar  face.

Abu Mahdi  al-Muhandis,  deputy  head of  the Hashd al-Shaabi  Iraqi  paramilitary,  was a
longstanding ally of the Iranian general and a close friend.

With him was a small reception party and two vehicles, ready to whisk the head of Iran’s
Quds force back to Muhandis’ Green Zone home, his usual address in the Iraqi capital,
according to Shia leaders in the country.

This time, something was wrong. Above them was a US drone hovering and ready to strike,
and within minutes the two men would be dead.

Soleimani and Muhandis had been on the United States’ most-wanted list for years, and the
two avoided using modern technology and followed strict security measures to keep them
out of US hands, leaders of armed factions close to both men told Middle East Eye.

The number of people with access to them was strictly limited, and for the most part, the
two made efforts to keep a low profile when moving around.

“These are their ideal security measures. They have always travelled without
prior dates and without announcing their destination, and they use regular
airlines,” a leader close to Muhandis told MEE.

“They  do  not  pass  through  the  regular  formal  channels  to  stamp  their
passports at the airports. They do not use smartphones, and they move in
ordinary cars with the fewest possible number of people,” the leader added.
Like everyone interviewed, he spoke on condition of anonymity for security
reasons.

“Overall, it was difficult to track them. But the Damascus and Baghdad airports
are full of pro-American intelligence sources, and because of this they have
been hunted down.”

Beirut rendezvous
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According  to  Iraqi  officials  familiar  with  Soleimani’s  movements,  the  man  charged  with
leading Iran’s armed forces abroad had several commonly used points of entry into Iraq.

Occasionally, as on Friday, he would land at Baghdad International Airport. Sometimes he
would arrive at Najaf’s instead, or cross from Iran at the Munthiriya border crossing in Diyala
governorate, some 120km east of Baghdad.

Increasingly, he had been flying into northern Iraq’s Kurdistan region, before travelling south
to Baghdad by car.

None of  those  other  routes  would  have saved Soleimani,  a  leader  of  the  Iran-backed
Lebanese Hezbollah movement told MEE, as he instead had been betrayed by “his itinerary
during the last 36 hours”.

“It  sounds like  he was closely  monitored from the moment  he arrived in
Damascus from Tehran on Thursday until he was assassinated in Baghdad on
Friday,” the Hezbollah leader said.

Soleimani had arrived at Damascus airport on Thursday morning. He did not meet anyone in
the Syrian capital and moved directly from the plane to a car that carried him to Beirut,
where he met Hezbollah secretary-general Hassan Nasrallah.

“They sat for hours discussing the latest developments in Iraq, especially with
regard  to  the  US  air  strikes  that  recently  hit  [Iraqi  paramilitary]  Kataeb
Hezbollah and the attack on the American embassy in Baghdad a few days
ago,” the Hezbollah leader, who is familiar with the discussions, told MEE.

The aim of the talks, the Lebanese said, was to help coordinate the work of Iran-backed
armed factions in the region and prepare them for any confrontation with the US.

The talks also, he said, were held “to resolve outstanding problems between some of the
factions, especially those linked to Nasrallah”.

Arrival in Baghdad

Soleimani took no longer in Beirut than he needed to, and returned to Damascus that
evening using the same procedures.

At  Damascus  airport,  Soleimani  boarded  a  Cham Wings  flight  to  Baghdad  alongside  other
passengers. The scheduled flight departure time was set at 20:20, but for unknown reasons,
it was delayed to 22:28, the public data of the company shows.

At around the same time, Muhandis received news that suggested his friend would shortly
be touching down in Iraq. The Hashd al-Shaabi’s top leader was given a very short note,
detailing only the airline and arrival time.

Muhandis,  one of  the most  powerful  figures  in  Iraq and Iran’s  point  man,  is  known to  ride
around Baghdad in an open-top car. But not this night.

Instead,  he  summoned Mohammed Redha,  a  close  aide  responsible  for  the  Hashd al-
Shaabi’s arrangements in the airport, and ordered him to drive to him to the terminal and
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prepare for a special guest.

Baghdad International Airport has been subject to strict security measures since 2003, and
its security is managed by the British company G4S under the supervision of the Iraqi
intelligence and national security services.

Iraqi counterterrorism forces, in cooperation with the US, are meanwhile responsible for
securing the airport perimeter, its airspace and the roads leading to it.

Security measures require ordinary passengers heading in and out of the airport to pass
through several checkpoints deployed along 10km of road extending between Abbas bin
Firnas Square, the last point personal cars can reach, and the departure halls.

As  for  travellers  and  officials  who  have  a  special  escort,  they  are  allowed  to  pass  on  VIP
roads,  which do not  require more than informing a checkpoint  there of  the travellers’
identity and the vehicles’ physical and registration details.

Any information that reaches this point is shared with airport security, national security and
intelligence, as well as with G4S.

Muhandis was seen by the US and his Iraqi rivals as the most dangerous man in Iraq, the
executor of Iranian will. He has been monitored by the Americans for years, and it was no
secret that Redha transported no one but Muhandis.

It was also, leaders close to Muhandis told MEE, well-known that the Hashd al-Shaabi chief
received no one at the airport other than Soleimani.

A  US  source  familiar  with  the  latest  developments  told  MEE  that  Americans  received
intelligence that Soleimani was on his way to Baghdad and that Muhandis would receive him
at the airport and take him to his home in the heavily fortified Green Zone.

Three  Iraqi  security  officials  and  several  Hashd  al-Shaabi  leaders  confirmed  this  was  the
plan.

The trap is set

The journey from Damascus to Baghdad took an hour and five minutes, according to Cham
Wings’ public data. The plane landed at 12:32 am Baghdad time.

Soleimani and his two companions, one of whom was his son-in-law, were not kept waiting,
with  Muhandis  and  his  entourage  keen  to  set  off  and  not  make  the  meeting  any  more
conspicuous. National security officials handled the guests’ travel documents and collected
their luggage.

The Hyundai Starks minibus and Toyota Avalon did not travel far before three explosions
rocked Baghdad’s western outskirts.

According to a national security report seen by MEE, the blasts hit Baghdad airport at 1.45
am,  and  initial  investigations  have  concluded  that  three  guided  missiles  were  fired  at  the
two vehicles.

The Hyundai Starks, travelling around 100-120 metres from the other vehicle, was struck
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first with one missile.

A second rocket narrowly missed the Toyota, which attempted to speed away. A third
finished the job.

The Iraqi authorities needed several hours to identify the victims, some of whom had been
completely torched.

Soleimani, however, was easy to spot, thanks to a large and distinctive ring he wore on his
left hand, embedded with a dark red stone, security officials told MEE.

“The operation was carried out by drone. It was very significant, accurate, and
not an improvised operation. And the information we gathered revealed that
the drone was hovering, waiting for their departure,” a prominent Hashd al-
Shaabi leader told MEE.

Briefly  jeopardising  the  US  operation,  the  Hashd  leader  said,  were  two  cars  that  passed
Soleimani’s convoy as it headed out of the airport, though the drone was able to target the
vehicles nonetheless.

“We know that the Americans have been chasing the two men for a long time,
but without success. It is clear that they [the Americans] have recruited some
people close to the two to follow their movements and determine the place
and time to assassinate them,” the paramilitary leader added.

“The leaders of the armed factions now are terrified because they do not know
to  what  degree  the  Americans  have  infiltrated  them,  nor  do  they  know what
will happen next.”
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